The seismic response analysis of underground cavern groups of Xiluodu hydraulic power plant have been investigated by commercial codes in geotechnical engineering FLAC, which is used as the analysis tool to study the diffraction of P wave by the circular hole and the feasibility of the explicit finite difference method to analyze the diffraction in the solid medium is verified. Numerical model in two dimensions of underground cavern groups of Xiluodu hydraulic power plant is generated and the seismic response of underground cavern groups is investigated. Maximum and minimum principal stress amplitude and displacement vectors amplitude of surrounding rock mass gained by the numerical analysis is obtained, which show there is no tensile damage when the underground cavern groups are subjected to the Tangshan aftershock, the displacement of underground openings is not very large, and the surrounding rock still behaves elastically. The results from the analysis can be for reference to similar hydraulic power plant design and construction.
Introduction
Xiluodu hydraulic power plant is constructed in Xiluodu Valley in China. Mian power house, transformer substation and tailwater surge chamber are laid out abreast and constitute large scale underground cavern groups [1] . In the aspect of earthquake-resistant behavior, underground openings are remarkably superior to the surface structures, which have reached a consensus [2] [3] [4] . However, the seismic damage investigation objectively shows the existence of cracks and damage, or even the collapse of the underground openings [5] [6] [7] [8] . Therefore, in the period of design, construction and operation of Xiluodu underground openings, the seismic loading should be seriously taking into consideration in which the seismic response analysis should be carried out and reasonable safety assessment method should be developed.
In the presented paper, FLAC [9] (Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua) is used as the analysis tool to study the diffraction of P wave by the circular hole and the feasibility of the explicit finite difference method to analyze the diffraction in the solid medium is verified, which provides the theoretical basis for the explicit finite difference method to analyze the seismic response of underground openings. Subsequently, numerical model in two dimensions of underground cavern groups of Xiluodu hydraulic power plant is generated and the seismic response of underground cavern groups is investigated. Some conclusions are proposed, which are aimed at providing theoretical basis and some advices for the prediction of the seismic response and the safety assessment procedures for the underground engineering.
Verification of the explicit finite difference method
The diffraction of P wave in the infinite elastic solid medium by a circular hold is the simplest diffraction. Pao and Mao gave the analytical solution to this problem [10] . FLAC is used to analyze the diffraction of P wave by a circular hole and the numerical solution is compared to the analytical one.
Assume a planar harmonic P wave propagates along the x axis in the positive direction when a circular hole with the radius a is met. The circular hole affects the incident wave and the diffraction occurs around the circular hole. Pao and Mao [10] defines the dynamic stress concentration factor around the hole as the ratio of the hoop stress amplitude to the stress intensity of P wave in its propagation direction and is used to quantitatively describe the diffraction of incident wave by the circular hole. Eq. (1) gives the analytical solution to :
where is Poisson's ratio of elastic medium, is an arithmetic operator which equals to 1 when 0 and 2 when n is nonnegative integer, is the imaginary unit, √ 1, is the angle coordinate in polar system and is given by Eq. (2):
where is the wave number of the incident P wave and can be described as / , is the wave number of the scattered SV wave and can be described as / , is the angular frequency of the incident P wave, is P wave speed in elastic medium and can be gained by
, is S wave speed in elastic medium and can be gained by ⁄ , , and denotes elastic modulus, shear modulus and density of elastic medium respectively and is the radius of the circular hole, is Hankel function of the first type with the order . Since is not independent of , is dependent on , and according to Eqs. (1) In the numerical analysis, assume the radius of the circular hole 3 m and the center of a circle is placed at the origin of coordinates. The truncated boundaries are located in the distance five times the radius of the hole. The stress history is applied along the left boundary of FLAC model which could simulated the incident planar harmonic P wave and at the same time viscous boundary condition are applied along all the four boundaries in both -and -directions which 8 1 ensures the numerical computational accuracy. The schematic diagram and numerical model of the diffraction of the wave by the circular hole is shown in Fig. 1 .
Assume the density of the elastic medium is 2850 kg/m 3 , the elastic modulus is 20 GPa and Poisson's ratio equals to 0.2. When solving the problem, the stress tensor of the element at the crown of the circular hole is recorded. Through the stress history, the hoop stress amplitude can be gained. After dividing hoop stress amplitude by the stress intensity of the incident wave, we can get . Comparison of analytical solution with FLAC numerical solution about the relation between and dimensionless frequency can be shown in Table 1 . It is revealed that FLAC numerical solution is very similar to analytical one, which demonstrates the feasibility of the explicit finite difference method to analyze the diffraction of the wave by the hole. 
Numerical models of Xiluodu underground cavern groups
FLAC models of Xiluodu underground cavern groups is shown in Fig. 2 . Main power house, transformer substation and tailwater surge chamber are laid out in parallel [11] . The truncated boundaries of the models are placed in the distance 300 m from the axis of the transformer substation in the direction of the span. The upper and lower boundaries are at the altitude of 630 m and 150 m respectively. The altitude of the crown of the main power house is 406.7 m. In FLAC model, the dimensions of 2D model are 600 m×480 m ( × dimensions). The article [11] reports that rock mass surrounding the underground cavern groups are intact and has high strength. Therefore, linear elastic constitutive relationship can be adopted to describe the rock mechanical behavior; dynamic property parameters can be conservatively adopted to be equal to those of static counterparts. Thus, the elastic modulus of rock mass is set to be 10 GPa, Poisson's ratio is 0.25 and density is 2600 kg/m 3 . With the increase of the overburden depth and lateral pressure ratio tends to be 1, so vertical stress with linear increase along the altitude is assumed and is presumed to be 1. The shear seismic wave vibrating is horizontally applied along the bottom boundary. Seismic wave comes from acceleration history (Fig. 3) of Tangshan aftershock at the position of Tianjin hospital. The amplitude of seismic wave is 1.042 m/s 2 , which corresponds to the earthquake with the intensity of VII degree [12] . In the meantime, the viscous boundary condition is applied along the rest boundaries, which could avoid the outwards traveling waves coming back to the model. 
Numerical results
Maximum and minimum principal stress amplitude of surrounding rock mass can be gained by the numerical analysis and they are shown in Fig. 4 . In the figures, stress with positive sign denotes tensile stress and that with negative sign denotes compressive stress. Fig. 4 reveals that the maximum tensile stress is 0.67 MPa and occurs at the foot of the left side wall where the element index is set to be No. 21r. According to the article [11] , the tensile strength is 3.08 MPa which indicates there is no tensile damage when the underground cavern groups are subjected to the Tangshan aftershock.
Maximum principal stress history of element No. 21r is shown is Fig. 5 . We can see that the maximum principal stress fluctuates around 0.62 MPa within a small range of 0.57 MPa to 0.67 MPa which indicates that Tangshan aftershock has a little impact on the stress field. -and -displacement components of gridpoints of the surrounding rock mass can be obtained through numerical analysis and displacement vectors amplitude can be gained subsequently (Fig. 6) . We can see the displacement amplitude of the surrounding rock mass is within the range of 2.53 cm to 3.60 cm. The order of magnitude of the displacement demonstrates that the displacement of underground openings is not very large, and the surrounding rock still behaves elastically. From Fig. 6 , we know the maximum displacement of the underground openings under seismic loading is 3.60 cm and occurs at the floor of the main power house, where the gridpoint is numbered as No. 39ma. -displacement history of this gridpoint is shown in Fig. 7 . It is revealed that gridpoint No. 39ma moves back and forth within a small range around the original position in the -direction. 
Conclusions
The main conclusions of the study are drawn as follows: 1) FLAC is used as the analysis tool to study the diffraction of P wave by the circular hole and the feasibility of the explicit finite difference method to analyze the diffraction in the solid medium is verified by comparison of analytical solution with FLAC numerical solution, which provides the theoretical basis for the explicit finite difference method to analyze the seismic response of underground openings.
2) Numerical model in two dimensions of underground cavern groups of Xiluodu hydraulic power plant is generated and the seismic response of underground cavern groups is investigated. Maximum and minimum principal stress amplitude of surrounding rock mass gained by the numerical analysis indicates there is no tensile damage when the underground cavern groups are subjected to the Tangshan aftershock. Through numerical analysis, displacement vectors amplitude can be gained where the displacement amplitude of the surrounding rock mass is within the range of 2.53 cm to 3.60 cm, the order of magnitude of the displacement demonstrates that the displacement of underground openings is not very large, and the surrounding rock still behaves elastically. The results from the analysis can be for reference to similar hydraulic power plant design and construction.
